
Today the only modern ironworks that has the entire range of metallurgy in our country is the Duna Iron Works. For more than 50 years 
-since it was built- it has been a major industrial base of the Hungarian industry. It satisfies the needs of steel plates of the entire 
Hungary and more than half of its production is sold at the international markets.

When the Iron Works was being built, 750 000 objects of archeological importance were found which tell us about the Avar and Árpad-
times sites of the region.

It had been thought about and planned a hundred years before the steel works was built on the banks of the River Danube. Count István 
Széchenyi wrote in his letter of April 5 1842 addressed to the English engineer William Tierney Clark:"...I doubt that anything could be 
more important in a developing country on the two sides of the River Danube than building good iron factories."

Széchenyi had two major goals in sight. His main goal was to start developing coal mining, coal being a major natural treasure of the 
country if connected to the economy; it could play a very important role in the development of the country. His other goal was to give a 
boost to the commerce of the River Danube, which was a major recurring idea of his commercial policy. To realise both his goals he 
thought that iron production on the River Danube could be the best idea.

The idea of building iron factories could not be realised then. Although the coal near Dorog had already been discovered, no iron ore 
suitable for smelting has been found in the surrounding territories since then. The lack of natural resources prevented building the iron 
works. At that time it was vitally important for choosing the building site of iron works that there could be found enough good quality 
iron ore nearby.

The idea of building the steel works came up again in 1938- during the preparation for the Second World War. At that time the 
government commissioned the experts of the Diósgyõr Works of MÁVAG with preparing the plans of the new factory. After this years 
passed by and the idea of the new factory was not put on the agenda. Meanwhile because of war economy the importance of industry 
grew in the national income. In 1942 the production of steel needs of the country was restricted by the lack of raw iron.

Several sites along the River Danube were inspected to decide where to build the new iron works. Besides technical and economical 
aspects political aspects also played an important role in choosing the site of the factory. The first settling attempt took place in Gyõr, 
the second in Mohács.

Right after the end of the Second World War the CEO of MAVAG wrote a letter on 14 September 1945 to the new Minister of Industry 
about „setting up the new iron works". In 1949 finally the decision was made that the new iron works should be built near the village 
called Dunapentele. In the middle of 1950 the construction work began.
The local leader of the construction from the spring of 1950 was Ambrus Borovszky who became a successful, respected and 
appreciated CEO from a young casting worker. From 1953 he became director later CEO of the iron works until he retired in 1975. 
Meanwhile for two years he also served as deputy minister of metallurgy.

On 7 November 1951 the first discharge took place in the furnace of the new Iron Works, and the technical workshop and the smith 
workshop were opened as well. The first section of road and flat building were finished and the workers were allowed to use them.

After this not without difficulty- the factory was enlarged, developed and newer and newer workshops were opened for production.

During these years a tight work relationship developed between the experienced metallurgical experts of Diósgyõr and the workers of 
Dunaújváros just learning the trade. Many workers from Diósgyõr and Ózd with their families moved to Dunaújváros and its factory 
offering better conditions. From 84 factories of the country altogether 2000 workers were relocated to Dunapentele.

Hand in hand with the building of the new factory the new town was being built too with all the facilities necessary for securing the 
adequate living conditions of the inhabitants of the town.

The construction of the Iron Works at a very fast pace- together with the other heavy industrial investments started these years- 
overburdened the economic possibilities of the country and took away resources from other important developmental needs.  The 
government tried to solve the so developed national economic imbalance by slowing the pace of the construction of the Iron Works for a 
while and restricting the developmental needs of other national steel works and by postponing the realization of some other planned 
heavy industrial investments.

The more than 50 years' history of the Iron Works packed with successes and hardships has been shown on exhibition boards, in 
industrial park museum and on art works.

Today Dunaújváros and the Iron Works under its new name Dunaferr is a blossoming town and a metal works with the whole range of 
metallurgy. The half century of the iron works is very instructional and can stand as an example.

It has been a great success on the part of the Iron Works that it has been able to survive the industrial, economic and social structural 
changes of the country and the recession of the international market economies. Its leaders found a way to survive, the possibility to 
„escape forward" when the other metallurgical works of the country almost entirely went bankrupt.

Today besides the Iron Works many new independent businesses and institutions provide work and different services for the 
inhabitants of the town.

It was a good example how the leaders of the Town and the Iron Works worked together and tried to solve the problems with a joint 
effort.

The new generation of the town more and more feels at home in their birthplace and as good local patriots they enrich the town with 
new intellectual, material and moral elements according to modern needs.
Just like the other major metallurgical works of the country the Iron Works hosted several famous people from abroad and from home 
too, it sponsored several scientific, arts, educational, sports and social institutions during the past decades. They cherish the memories 
of this too.

Some employees of the company have received many Hungarian and international professional, sports, cultural and other awards.

The working workshops can be visited on a prearranged group visit basis where knowledgeable guides show the visitors through the 
workshops.

The exhibition rooms give an all-round picture too:

Intereisa Museum (it got its name from the old Roman settlement Intersica). Here can be found the „koszideri" treasures from one of 
the stages of the Bronze Age, the deer sun-wheel urn from the early emperor age, a relief showing Mithra, Roman parade coach 
mountings, etc... ) The historical collection guards the documents of the first Hungarian socialist town, Sztálinvaros. Its permanent 
exhibition: The history of Dunaújváros from the prehistoric times up to the mid 1970s.
(Address: 2400 Dunaújváros, Városháza tér 4. Telephone: 25/408-970.)

The industrial museum in the Park Forest,
Permanent specialist exhibition in the Human Resources Institution of Dunaferr,
Roman Stone Exhibition and Ruins Garden,
History of the Paper Mill.
In Fejér County 36 museums including the 5 museums showing technical history can provide the interested tourists with information.
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